Enhancing Thai In-service Teachers’ Perceptions of STEM Education with Tablet-based Professional Development
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Abstract

National efforts in Thailand are currently focused on promoting STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education in order to better prepare the future generations to be an effective and productive workforce. In accordance with this mission, the goal of this research is to develop a tablet-based professional development (PD) program to enhance in-service teachers’ perceptions of STEM education, which will directly affect both their decision to incorporate STEM, as well as their ability to effectively do so in their own classroom. To assess the efficacy of the PD program, we recruited 240 STEM and non-STEM teachers from basic education schools in Thailand to participate in the program. The activities in this program were divided into three parts: 1) increasing knowledge about STEM education, 2) providing demonstrations of STEM teaching, and 3) developing STEM-based lessons. Data were collected throughout the tablet-based PD program from focus group discussion sessions, pre-post questionnaires, and informal interviews. Data were analyzed using content analysis. The findings revealed that before participating in the tablet-based PD program, the majority of participants had limited knowledge on STEM education and were uncertain on how to integrate STEM into their instructional practices. They also had difficulty with connecting the different STEM disciplines in their activities. Although they were interested in implementing the STEM educational approach, they lacked confidence on how to accomplish this. After completing the tablet-based PD program, many participants had a much better understanding of STEM education and greater confidence with implementing STEM pedagogical approaches.
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1. Introduction

In Thailand, there are national efforts to transform society to a new economic model, known as the “Thailand 4.0” policy, which is focused on promoting creativity, innovation, new technology, and the availability of high-level services (Baxter, 2017). STEM education, a pedagogical approach that integrates Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics, is considered a critical component to this transformation, as it provides the best opportunity to prepare the new generations of Thailand’s workforce in several sectors, including industry, health services, environmental management, logistics, and transportation. The Thai government encourages all schools to implement STEM education into their curriculum, which should include project-based and problem-based learning activities that provide students the opportunity to solve problems in daily life, as well as challenge them to seek alternative solutions (Boonruang, 2015).

In addition, in-service teachers’ strongly support the initiative to incorporate STEM education in their classrooms. Their perceptions and knowledge of the STEM approach are vital for the success of educational reform, since students’ learning is directly related to their teachers’ approaches to teaching (Trigwell, Prosser, & Waterhouse, 1999). Currently, many pre-service teacher programs do not incorporate STEM training, and STEM concepts are often ambiguous among in-service teachers (Lederman & Lederman, 2013). Furthermore, there are few general guidelines or models available for teachers to integrate STEM approaches in their classrooms. Consequently,
there are some misconceptions regarding STEM education (Chulavatnatol, 2013). Srikoom & Hanuscin (2017) found that the majority of the teachers in Thailand had very limited knowledge on STEM education, and some of them were unable to even interpret the definition of STEM education. To address these issues, PD programs in STEM are imperative for assuring teachers are prepared to effectively implement this educational reform.

According to the literature, an effective PD program should offer different forms of media for presentation and delivery of materials, as well as make training practical, relevant, hands-on, and interactive (Burgstahler, 2006). Furthermore, a successful PD program should be able to accommodate individual needs (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 1999), allow sufficient time, offer on-going professional support (Raford, 1998), and provide easy access to all the necessary resources (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003). Gains in both knowledge and perception require time and persistence (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003). The process of change can only occur when the teachers are confident about the outcomes of the teaching strategies (Bell, 1998). Teachers must recognize a need, make plans to address this need, actively engage in improvements, and allow sufficient time to evaluate the efficacy of the new practices (Boling & Martin, 2005). Sikes (1992) suggested that in the change process, teachers are continually required to alter their administrative and organizational systems, their pedagogy, curriculum content, the resources and technology that they use, and their assessment procedures.

The use of technology for PD can provide teachers more opportunities to develop content knowledge, learn new pedagogies, deepen understanding of student thinking and learning, and enhance the utilization of varied teaching strategies (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003). Tablet computers can be used as an effective tool for scaffolding learning and changing the learning environment (Melhuish & Falloon, 2010) because it provides users or learners with access to a myriad of software choices due to the various apps available (Shuler, 2012). Additionally, Sauers & McLeod (2011) reported that the use of the tablet computer could enhance teacher’s engagement, develop cross-disciplinary knowledge, and enrich 21st century skills. In addition, many educators agree that technology has great potential to improve education due to the capacity to support powerful and sophisticated learning environments (Hermans et al., 2008). Botha & Herselman (2015) found that teachers change from standing in front of a classroom of students sitting in rows to a more dynamic learning environment where learners are engaged in group projects using tablet computers. However, there is minimal research on the use of tablet computers for PD. The majority of published studies on the use of tablet computers for education in Thailand are focused on student learning. Sritha, Techakosit, & Patarathitinant (2003) found that using tablet computers helped students to better understand what they learned, and improved their motivation to participate in the classroom. However, poor quality of PC tablets, unstable internet accessibility, and the inability of teachers to directly control the technology were major concerns with this format. Therefore, this research is significant because it provides a model for institutes, schools, and universities on how to incorporate the use of tablet computers for PD and offers practical guidelines that will enhance in-service teachers’ perceptions of STEM education.

2. Research Objectives and Questions

The objective of this research was to enhance perception of STEM education among in-services teachers across Northern, Northeastern, Central, and Southern Thailand using a tablet-based PD program. The overarching research question is: "What changes in teachers’ perceptions of STEM education occurred as a result of participating in the tablet-based PD program?"

3. Research Methodology

To investigate in-service teachers’ perceptions of STEM education regarding the definition of STEM education, the disciplines within STEM education, STEM integration, and implementation of STEM education in their classroom, the researchers used an interpretive paradigm that attempts to understand and explain human and social reality (Crotty, 1998). This study seeks to identify how teacher perceptions of STEM education were affected as a result of participating in the tablet-based PD program.

3.1 Context of the Study

This study involved the development of a new tablet-based PD program to enhance teacher knowledge of STEM education in order to promote educational reform among in-service teachers. This program was designed within a Thai context, and builds upon prior knowledge while promoting the construction of new knowledge (Bell, 1998). The program included many additional features, such as the opportunity for teachers to reflect on their practices (Richardson & Placier, 2001), a follow-up phase to assess their progress (Fetters et al., 2002), activities that were relevant to the classroom (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003), and multiple strategies for teacher development (Loucks-Horsley et al., 2003). While participating in the tablet-based PD program, they were asked to enroll in the iTunes University (iTunes U) program called “iPad for STEM” and participate in various
activities such as discussion, presentation, self-reflection, hands-on activities, interviews, and the sharing of ideas with guest speakers.

The tablet-based PD program comprises three main parts. In part I, in-service teachers were given an introduction of STEM education during a one-day meeting. The content included: 1) the definition of STEM education, 2) the importance of STEM education, 3) the role of technology in STEM education, 4) and teaching strategies in STEM education. Part II involved three demonstrations of STEM education that utilize the application of the iPad (tablet computer) for learning: Tall tower challenge with the application “Book creator”; Edible car with “Keynote”; and “Oil spill with “iMovie”. In Part III, in-service teachers were asked to develop lesson plans in STEM education that integrate the iPad as a learning tool. The researchers developed this PD program. Prior to implementation during January-April 2017, the contents of the PD program were reviewed by three external experts, which included a scientist, a science educator, and an expert teacher. During this study, the role of the researcher was to act as a facilitator to clarify any points that the participants did not understand. Typically, this in-service teachers’ discussion took at least one hour per meeting with the teachers.

3.2 Research Participants

The research participants in this study were 240 in-service teachers from 50 public schools under the Office of the Basic Education Commission (OBEC) in Thailand during the 2017 academic year. The participants comprised primary and secondary teachers, between 23-55 years old, who taught either science, mathematics, computer science, and English. The majority came from Northern, Northeastern, Central, and Southern parts of Thailand. Participants were selected using purposive sampling based on three criteria: (1) willingness to participate in the tablet-based PD program, (2) interest in STEM education, and (3) ability to participate in the tablet-based program anytime.

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis

Data were collected using different methods at various times throughout the study. At the beginning of implementation of the tablet-based PD program, they were asked to enroll in the iTunes U program called “iPad for STEM” and complete an open-ended questionnaire that assesses their prior knowledge about STEM education. The questions included the definition of STEM education, their perceptions of each discipline in STEM education, STEM integration, and implementation of STEM education in their classroom.

During the program, the researchers asked participants to study the lessons provided in iTunes U. They had to work in groups of four-five to complete the assigned tasks in each lesson. After that, they completed each assignment, the researchers asked them to present their assignments and discuss their perceptions regarding STEM education. At the end of the program, all of them were asked to complete the same open-ended questionnaire that they completed at the beginning of the study. In addition, the researchers conducted group discussions during the tablet-based PD program to examine changes in their perceptions of STEM education. The researchers also used an informal 25-30 minute interview to clarify some points that the researchers did not understand. Oral consent was requested from all participants in order to take part in the research. Anonymity was preserved by assigning identification numbers to the participants after the data were collected.

For data analysis, the comparisons between the pre-test and post-test results were presented, in order to evaluate the influence of the intervention. The researchers used content analysis to analyze teachers’ responses on the questionnaires, group discussions, and informal interviews in order to assess the overall impact of the tablet-based PD program on teacher perception of STEM education. The researchers had to read raw data for interpreting and constructing categories to capture relevant characteristics of the content.

4. Findings

Researchers found that Thai in-service teacher’ perceptions of STEM education did change as a result of the tablet-based PD program. Here, we present a summary of their perceptions prior to and after completing the program on the definition of STEM education, the different disciplines in STEM education, STEM integration, and implementation of STEM education in the classroom.

4.1 STEM Definition

At the beginning of the tablet-based PD program, teachers were asked to define STEM education in their own words. Most of them had a partial understanding of STEM education. The majority of participants (201 teachers) viewed STEM education as simply a teaching approach that integrates several subjects. For example, one teacher stated, “It is a very interesting teaching approach that integrates four subjects together Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics”. With respect to the benefits of STEM education, some teachers (25 teachers) mentioned 21st century skills, as reflected in this comment, “STEM education is a new teaching approach for
promoting students’ essential skills in the 21st century, such as problem solving, collaboration, creative thinking,
and so on”.

However, there were few of them (14 teachers) that did not answer several questions on the questionnaire. Informal interviews revealed that they did not know exactly what STEM education meant, as one stated, “I have heard about STEM education, but I do not know what it is about”. These responses demonstrated that they lacked even a basic understanding of the STEM education approach.

By participating in the tablet-based PD program, they had the opportunity to learn the definition of STEM education from video clips produced by the Institution for Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST), which is an organization to drive STEM education for teaching and learning in Thailand. It defined STEM education as “an approach that integrates science, engineering, technology, and mathematics, with a focus on solving real-life problems, including the development of new processes or products that benefit human life and work”.

After participation in the PD program, only one teacher skipped the question regarding the definition of STEM education. Most of them (190 teachers) perceived that STEM education is an integrated teaching approach, but they were only able to identify different aspects of this pedagogical approach, such as promoting students’ application of knowledge. For example, a teacher commented, “STEM education is for promoting students’ to apply their knowledge in order to solve a problem”.

Similarly, some of them (30 teachers) viewed that their students will get a better understanding of concepts related to real-life situations. As reflected in this comment, “Because STEM is related to real-life situations, students can learn the concepts behind the learning activities”. Moreover, few of them (20 teachers) also pointed out that STEM education involves project-based learning. One participant commented, “Students learn to work together in groups to do a project that incorporates Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics”.

4.2 Science

When we asked teachers about what science in STEM education is, most of them (102 teachers) focused on science as content for students to learn. For example, one participant stated, “Students have to learn basic science content integrated with other subjects in STEM education in order to have the ability to create new things”.

Some teachers (88 teachers) pointed out that science in STEM education is related to experiments. One teacher commented, “I think that experimentation is the main part of science in STEM education”. Few of them (50 teachers) focused on the science process skills. Another teacher commented, “In STEM education, science process skills have to be used to explain something or create new knowledge”. However, no one indicated the relation of science to other disciplines in STEM education, demonstrating that their perceptions were limited to a single STEM discipline.

To cope with this problem, they were asked to think from a student’s view (as a learner) and reflect about the nature of science after completing each STEM activity. They seemed to have a better understanding of what science represents in STEM education. After participating in the tablet-based PD program, all of them (240 teachers) mentioned that teaching science should be focused more on developing scientific process skills’ rather than the understanding of scientific concepts. Moreover, they knew the relationship between science and other subjects in STEM education.

For example, one participant stated, “Science in STEM education is related to Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. Science helps with technology development. In turn, technology helps to provide new knowledge in science. For engineering, science is used in the engineering process to create new technology. Lastly, mathematics is used in science”.

4.3 Technology

Most of them (199 teachers) recognized that the “T” in STEM stands for technology, which is related to applying science and other subjects to create new inventions or products. One teacher stated, “T is Technology. Technology comes from applying other subjects to create new inventions or products to simplify our life”. However, there were some misconceptions about what technology means in STEM education. Some of them (25 teachers) thought that technology is simply a craft. For example, one participant commented, “I think that a craft that students can do step-by-step is related to technology in STEM education because it is about creating something new”.

In addition, few participants (15 teachers) pointed that technology in STEM education involves using a computer
or iPad. For example, one teacher stated, “Technology in STEM involves the use of a computer or iPad to search for information when doing a presentation”. There were a few teachers (5 teachers) who did not provide any ideas about technology in STEM education.

While participating in various activities in the PD program, they had a lot of opportunities to see many kinds of technology that could be used in STEM activities, as well as have discussions about the nature of technology. Consequently after participation in the tablet-based PD program, most of them (223 teachers) replied that technology in STEM education is not simply limited to a new invention or product, or the use of a computer to search information. Furthermore, some of them mentioned technology in terms of a new process. One of the participants defined technology as “inventing a new process to solve a problem or create new things”. A few teachers (17 teachers) pointed out that using technology itself to create innovation. Another teacher stated, “We can describe technology in STEM as using technology, such as tools to create new products or processes for responding to human needs”.

### 4.4 Engineering

Initially, most of the teachers (123 teachers) in the tablet-based PD program perceived that engineering in STEM education only involves coming up with a design. For example, one teacher stated, “Engineering is concerned with creating designs to build new things”. Some of them (102 teachers) thought that engineering is about building the item. Another teacher commented, “In STEM education, engineering is about building or construction”. Surprisingly, some of them (15 teachers) believed that the word “E” in STEM education stands for “English” instead of “Engineering”. As stated by one participant, “From my understanding, E in STEM education is about linking English with other subjects”.

During the focus group discussions, some revealed that they did not expect engineering to be included in primary and secondary education. One participant stated, “I did not think that primary and secondary students would be learning about engineering. Engineering is in the University, so I think the “E” should represent English in STEM Education”. In addition, there were concerns about teaching engineering in their classroom. One participant stated, “I have never taught engineering before, and I think that it will be difficult for my students”.

During the PD program, they learned about the engineering design process and applied this process to solve a problem in given situations. Afterward, most of the participants (134 teachers) changed their perceptions about the engineering design process, which is composed of defining the problem, planning a solution, making a model, testing the model, reflecting and redesigning. Their changed perception was reflected in their responses to the questionnaire.

One participant commented, “Engineering in STEM education relates to the process of discovering a solution to a problem. Many times the solution is concerned with designing a product. The process is like a cycle that starts with defining the problem, seeking a solution, coming up with a model, testing the model, and then going back to an earlier step to make a modification or change to your design”. However, more than half of participants (106 teachers) stills perceived that engineering is just about creating designs to build new things.

### 4.5 Mathematics

At the beginning of the tablet-based PD program, most teachers (168 teachers) had perceived mathematics as solely applying quantitative methods; “Mathematics is about numbers, counting, calculations, and measurement”. In addition, some of them (53 teachers) also talked about structure; “Mathematics in STEM education is concerned with the shapes and motions of physical objects”.

For discussion, they also pointed out that they always ask their students to measure different shapes when designing something; “We apply mathematics in my class to measure different shapes when they design something”.

In the tablet-based PD program, they had chance to reflect on the application of mathematics in the provided STEM activities. After participation in the program, the majority of teachers (222 teachers) recognized that mathematics is more than just doing various operations. For example, one participant stated, “Mathematics is about thinking and reasoning, logic, and solving problems”.

Another participant commented, “Mathematics also relates to patterns, for example, the door and window of a house have similar patterns. All leaves of the same tree have similar patterns of shape”. In addition, few of them (18 teachers) pointed out the relation between mathematics and others subjects in STEM education, as reflected in this comment, “Mathematics is used in science, technology and engineering”.

### 4.6 STEM Integration

Before participating in the tablet-based PD program, the majority of teachers (230 teachers) indicated that STEM
education is a teaching approach that integrates four subject matters: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics as a transdisciplinary course or program. For example, one participant stated, “STEM is an integrated teaching approach that mixes up all STEM disciplines”. However, some had limited knowledge. Another participant commented, “I only know that there are four subject matters: Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics that are integrated into the content that we are teaching”.  

In addition, there were some teachers (12 teachers) who thought that STEM education represented any single discipline within STEM, as illustrated in this comment, “STEM education is a teaching approach in science subject that is linked with Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics for promoting students’ 21st century skills, such as creativity and innovation, collaborative working, communication skills, and so on”. Furthermore, there were a few teachers (8 teachers) who did not provide any definition for STEM education. While participating in the tablet-based program, the participants engaged in several activities that provided examples of STEM integration. They also got direct experiences through role-playing as students in some activities. Consequently, most of them (178 teachers) discovered that STEM Integration was not strictly limited to a transdisciplinary course or a single disciplinary integration.

They were able to make connections between all the STEM disciplines, as reflected in this comment, “STEM is both a science and math teaching approach that is also connected with concepts of technology and engineering”. In addition, some teachers (62 teachers) also mentioned the complementary overlapping across disciplines, as reflected in this comment, “STEM is a teaching approach that teaches science, technology, engineering, and math together within a specific theme”. These perceptions were demonstrated again during the discussion after completing the tablet-based PD program. Overall, the participants had a better understanding of how to integrate STEM education in their classroom.

4.7 Implementation of STEM Education

Before participating in the tablet-based PD program, we asked teachers about their confidence with implementing STEM education in their classroom, the majority of teachers (175 teachers) pointed that they were interested in STEM education because they thought that there are many benefits for their students. However, some of them (50 teachers) were concerned with how to integrate STEM education in their classroom. Specifically, they indicated that they did not know how to bring engineering into their lessons. One teacher commented, “I have never used engineering in my class. I really do not know how to design my instruction”. In addition, few teachers (8 teachers) also were concerned about the amount of time for science, technology, engineering and mathematics in their lesson, as reflected in this comment, “I am worried about the time for teaching because it is limited. If I put STEM education in my lesson, I think that it will take too much class time”. Moreover, they (7 teachers) felt that they needed some support from their school. One teacher commented, “The government is focused on Thailand 4.0, so the school has to improve the curriculum so that it includes STEM education. But in my school, there is not enough equipment for students to do STEM activities”. After participation in the tablet-based program, many of the participants (190 teachers) gained more confidence on how to apply STEM education in their classrooms. One teacher stated, “Now, I know how to design a STEM lesson, especially using the engineering process. I am quite sure that I will apply it in my classroom”. Some of them (28 teachers) reflected on the benefits that their students will get from a STEM lesson. For example, one teacher commented, “I think that STEM education is good for my students. My students are more interested in science. There are many applications on the iPad such as iMovie, Book creator, Keynote that students can use while doing activities, and gain a lot of knowledge and skills”. However, few teachers (20 teachers) are still concerned about time for STEM instruction. One commented, “There are many activities in school, so bringing STEM into my lessons will require some thought on how to include such a time demanding activity.” In addition, a few teachers (2 teachers) also commented on media and materials. One stated, “There is a limited number of iPads for my students, and I have to use them carefully. As the teacher, I have to know how to update it, maintain it, and repair it”.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

The findings of this study revealed that many in-service teachers held limited knowledge of STEM education before participating in the tablet-based PD program. Some could not provide a definition of STEM education, while others were inconsistent with the definition from IPST (2013), which defines STEM education as an approach that integrates science, engineering, technology, and mathematics, with a focus on solving real-life problems, including the development of new processes or products that benefit human life and work. These perceptions may have affected their previous experiences. Moreover, most of them seemed to view each STEM discipline separately as Bybee (2013) proposed, where STEM equals a quartet of separate disciplines with no
explicit connection among them. This can represent a course that provides general content of the STEM disciplines or four separate courses, one for each discipline. Most of them did not know how to integrate STEM in their instruction and could not connect the disciplines. Furthermore, they had limited knowledge within each of the STEM disciplines.

After participation in the tablet-based PD program, they resolved many of these issues. In the dimension of implication of STEM education in classroom, this research demonstrated that even if they had a strong desire to implement STEM education in their classroom, they still had concerns, especially with engineering. Many scholars agree that integrating engineering concepts into the lesson plan is a challenge for many science teachers (Haag & Mcgowan, 2015). Consequently, teachers with negative attitudes about STEM education will tend to avoid teaching STEM (Appleton, 2003). However, after participating in the tablet-based PD program, many teachers were more knowledgeable on the different ways to integrate STEM, and they were also more confident about doing so in their classroom. Research suggests that teacher confidence is an important predictor of ability for teaching STEM-related content, and teachers that tend to have problems with content, especially engineering, can have a negative influence on student learning (Harlen & Holroyd, 1997; Jarrett, 1999; Ford, 2007). The changes in teacher perceptions of STEM as a result of participating in the PD program are likely to enhance STEM education in the classroom (Nuangchalerm, 2018). Furthermore, the use of tablets could have greatly facilitated the impact of the PD program. Technology has great potential to improve education due to the capacity to support powerful and sophisticated learning environments (Hermans et al., 2008).

6. Recommendations

These findings demonstrate that a tablet-based PD program can enhance and promote teacher perception and understanding of STEM education. However, the researchers need to continue to follow-up on the participants in this tablet-based PD program to ultimately assess the impact of this program on student learning outcomes. Based on the substantial impact that this program had on the participants, we encourage teachers, administrators, professional programs and science educators to adopt or adapt this program or this professional framework in order to improve teaching practices. We also encourage them to apply this sort of technology to promote the acquisition of 21st-century skills among the next generation of students. In addition, policy makers and stakeholders need to invest in the development of adequate infrastructure and available resources to support the use of new technologies in the classroom.
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